
Aubade 

 

“Aubade” was composed in 1977 and published in Larkin’s Collected Poems. There 

is a speaker who introduces himself in the first line: “I work all day, and get half-drunk at 

night”. The poem is set in the small hours waiting for dawn. The title is ironic since an 

“aubade” is traditionally a poem in praise of dawn, generally involving two lovers who must 

part, or urging a lover to wake. Larkin’s “Aubade” provides a bitter slant on the tradition, 

focusing on the bleak thoughts of death as dawn approaches. If daylight brings relief to this 

pessimistic speaker, it is only because “Work has to be done.” 

The rest of the poem, however, is in Larkin’s late manner: there is none of the amused 

self-mockery and self-doubt of the earlier speakers, none of their ambivalence. Such 

character ironies are absent, giving us no reason to suppose that there is a distinction between 

the speaker and Larkin himself. Also typical of the later manner is the tendency to definitive 

or aphoristic lines. So, in a line that has become famous, religion is “That vast moth-eaten 

musical brocade” and death “The anaesthetic from which none come round” or “no different 

whined at than withstood”. The twentieth century began in the shadow of hugely influential 

determinist thought from the second half of the nineteenth: Marx, Darwin and Freud were 

perhaps the giants of this intellectual change. Larkin’s relation to determinism was uneasy. 

For most of his life, Larkin expressed no interest in politics or social theory, and when he did 

his views were erratic but predominantly right-winged. On the other hand, his poems often 

leave an uncompromisingly determinist effect behind them. Lacking irony and seeking 

definition, the poet has no need to create tension between shifting conversational dictions, 

and a complex form, as he did in poems like “the Whitsun Weddings”. Instead, the rhyme-

scheme (ABABCCDEED) is regular and firmly used, there are fewer enjambments, and each 

stanza terminates in a full-stop. 

The subject of “Aubade” is declared in the first stanza: “Unresting death”. The poem 

is one of the few major works to appear after High Windows, Larkin’s final collection, and 

makes one of a group of sombre orations which cemented Larkin’s reputation for pessimism 

and morbid subject matter. “Aubade” certainly is about continual thoughts of death; but there 

is a danger in stereotyping Larkin as this gloomy middle-aged speaker, even if this character 

is not satirically undercut. If we approach “Aubade” with the same care as we approach other 

poems, we will realise more exactly what it is about death that occupies the poet. 



The opening stanza tells us more than that the theme is “Unresting death”. The 

speaker is conventionally frightened: death is “a whole day nearer now”, and he has a “dread/ 

Of dying”. Two other characteristics of thinking about death also appear. First, it makes “all 

thought impossible; and secondly, he not only fears “dying”, he also fears “being dead”. The 

conventional fears are of something that is active, something that moves or is an event; 

“nearer now”, “Unresting”, and “dying”. These suggest that death is an action, something 

death does, or you do when you die. The other two elements, “Making all though impossible” 

and “being dead”, introduce the effort to express absence and emptiness, death as a blank 

negative, which gains dominance and urgency as the poem continues. “Impossible” is given 

prominence by the changes in pace between the inverted first foot and the spondee that lead 

up to it: “Making all thought”. In the context of death as an impossible concept, the two 

words “being dead” virtually make an oxymoron. Death is impossible to experience because 

it is the absence of sensation and thought; and this is the problem to which the poem returns 

again and again. 

“Flashes” gains power from its position at the start of line 10, and conveys both the 

suddenness and the blinding and therefore unthinkable concept of death, and this effect of 

paralysing the brain is underscored in “The mind blanks at the glare.” The poem then 

attempts to express this “impossible” or inexpressible realisation of death. First, the poet 

dismisses “remorse” and the lack of achievement in life.  

The second half of stanza two struggles to express what the recognition of death is. 

The poet attempts this four times: “total emptiness for ever”, “sure extinction”, “Not to be 

here”, and “Not to be anywhere”. These are two positive descriptions and two negatives. 

Such repeated attempts to convey death actually convey the speaker’s desperation, and his 

inability to put the realisation into words. The problem with which this poem struggles is, in 

fact, linguistic and logical. As we commented on “being dead”, death is not “being” but its 

opposite. This stanza, by stripping away other ideas, and repeatedly attempting to describe a 

vacuum, shows the speaker’s intellectual and verbal helplessness. 

In a further negative, “No trick dispels” the speaker’s fear. Two “tricks” are then 

mentioned and dismissed, just as two causes of misery were dismissed in stanza 2: religion 

and “specious stuff” or philosophers’ syllogisms. The proposition about “No rational being” 

is, of course, irrelevant. Larkin is unable to overcome the contradiction between 

consciousness and death. All thought assumes the pronoun “I”: I think, therefore I am. Logic 

and language are incapable of framing the absence of “I”. The speaker’s horror is precisely 

because “all thought” on death is “impossible” and because language is not capable: death 



goes beyond the power of words. His dread “Flashes” and his “mind blanks at the glare”. Yet 

again he enters into a desperate struggle to find words. He makes another four attempts to 

explain to us what he means: 

 

    ...no sight, sound, 

  No touch or taste or smell, nothing to think with,  

  Nothing to love or link with, 

  The anaesthetic from which none come round. 

 

These are further descriptions of the indescribable in the first two stanzas, but there is also a 

gradual return to more familiar, living activity. Fear of death is now placed in context “just on 

the edge of vision”; and the terrible time before dawn is also placed “when we are caught 

without/ People or drink.” Attempts to convey the speaker’s horror continue as well. He 

describes how “it rages out/ In furnace-fear” in a violent, painful image of “dread... /Flashes 

afresh”; and death as a non-human absolute is present again in its indifference: “no different 

whined at than withstood”. 

In the final stanza the long-awaited dawn arrives. The poem’s ending is a 

counterpoint: death occupies three lines and the awakening world another six. This time death 

is said to be “plain as a wardrobe”, and it seems that this is because the speaker’s dilemma is 

crystal clear. He knows that he can’t “escape death”, but he can’t “accept” this. His final 

comment on this dilemma is even amusing: “One side will have to go”. It is possible to hear 

this as a flippant irony, since the speaker knows perfectly well that he can lose neither his 

knowledge nor his refusal to accept it.  

The final six lines, devoted to a world waking up to its daytime activities, simply 

reinforce a point that has already been made: that our fears are rampant once we are “caught 

without” other things on which to focus. The final stanza appears stoic while the other three 

have seemed terrified. We may, however, see something other than stoicism, and feel that the 

terror of the previous stanzas hovers over this one as well. The speaker is grateful to everyday 

things (telephone calls, letters) because thinking of death is impossible. Meanwhile, everyday 

things are not presented in positive terms: telephones “crouch” like animals about to pounce; 

the world is “uncaring/ intricate rented”, a reminder of the vulgar dominions of money and 

work; and postmen are “like doctors”, bringing letters that will occupy our minds and 

therefore act as painkillers to dull the thought of death.  



We have mentioned “gaps” or “silences” in the structure of Larkin’s poems before, 

and identified several examples in our previous readings. “Aubade” creates an enormous 

silence, by struggling so desperately and repeatedly to express death. It is a silence beyond 

the reach of language and beyond the ability of thought, as the poem makes plain. There is 

another silence when the poem ends: terror will return before dawn on the next morning, and 

the one after that; and it will stay “just on the edge of vision, / A small unfocused blur” 

throughout the day, as well. Furthermore, terror will push the speaker to drink, in his 

desperation to numb things. All of these facts are clear from the poem, but not put into words 

at the end. They echo like an insoluble future after the poem has finished.  

In this analysis of “Aubade”, we have focused our attention on the poem’s 

demonstrative failure to express death, and the philosophic and linguistic limits that are 

revealed by the speaker’s struggle. One further point also arises. We are conscious 

individuals born to death, and there is an inevitable mismatch between our consciousness, our 

individual sense of existence, and the entire universe that ignores us. This mismatch, or lack 

of proportion, was one of the characteristics of human life described as “absurd” by 

philosophers in the early part of the twentieth century. In its struggles with the contradiction 

between personal consciousness and death, “Aubade” is a poem that confronts the absurd: 

that which does not make sense about being born. 

Larking wrote the first three stanzas of “Aubade” during the time of his move from 

the University flat in Pearson Park, to his own house in Newlands Park in Hull. This was not 

a voluntary move: it was forced because the University had sold the Pearson Park house, and 

Larkin felt resentful, ill at ease in his new surroundings, and depressed. He finished the poem, 

adding the final stanza, three years later and eight days after his mother’s death. It is 

noticeable that the occasion of “Aubade” makes no appearance, however. Larkin’s treatment 

of the theme is even more negative because he omits any connection with personal desires 

and passions. In “Aubade” death is the “impossible” or absurd fact that is neither escapable 

nor acceptable. “Aubade” is, perhaps, even more bleak because he has removed personal 

grief from the landscape. 


